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Abstract In the process of democratisation, it is expected that a former dominant party,
at least one which abides by the rules of electoral contestation, will transition into a
Bcatch-all^ party. A catch-all party aims to attract the votes of all social cleavages and
classes of voters outside what would be considered their traditional voter base. As part
of the wider debate about democratisation in East Asia, this paper examines how two of
East Asia’s liberal democracies—Japan and South Korea, the LDP and GNP/Saenuri,
respectively, have adapted to electoral defeat and in what ways they have transitioned
into catch-all parties in the Kircheimer mould. This paper finds that while intra-party
reforms which could fit a catch-all model have yet to be institutionalised, data from the
Comparative Manifesto Database shows that there has been a significant change in
which policies both parties promote and that these are designed to appeal to a broad
base of voters.

Keywords Dominant parties . Catch-all parties . East Asian politics . Party organisation

Introduction

In the process of democratisation can be expected that a former dominant party will
transition into a Bcatch-all^ party model, an idea first formulated by Otto Kirchheimer
[1]. The catch-all party aims to attract votes from all social cleavages and classes of
voters outside what would be considered their traditional voter base. As part of the wider
debate about democratisation in East Asia, this study examines two of East Asia’s
liberal democracies—Japan and South Korea—and how their former dominant parties
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adapted to electoral defeat and in what ways they have become catch-all parties in the
Kircheimer mould.

Many countries in East Asia were subject to dominant party rule during the second
half of the twentieth century. In the case of Japan, the region’s first liberal democracy,
the dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) from 1955 until 1993 and then
again from 1996 until 2009, has led some commentators to describe the LDP as the
most successful political party in the democratic world. Unlike many examples of
dominant parties in East Asia, the post-war dominance of the LDP was achieved
against a backdrop of free and fair electoral contestation. Through a combination of
clientelism, favourable economic circumstance and an electoral system which fostered
intra-party competition, the LDP were able to hold onto power, almost uninterrupted,
for over 50 years [2, 3].

In Korea, the first free legislative elections were held in 1988 and won by the
Democratic Justice Party, the successor to the Democratic Republican Party which had
been the largest party in the legislature since authoritarian rule was established in 1963.
From 1988 until 2012, this party would go through a number of mergers and name
changes: from the Democratic Liberal Party, to New Korea, to the Grand National Party
(GNP) and eventually to the Saenuri Party. Despite the mergers and name changes, this
remained very much the same conservative coalition which was continuously the
largest party in the legislature, from 1963 until 2004, and had control of the Presidency
until 1997 [4].

This paper examines how both conservative parties in Japan and South Korea
adapted to losing their preeminent position through adopting Bcatch-all^ party
organisational models and policy platforms. In the case of the LDP, this study will
focus on how the party has reformed internally since their first legislative defeat in
1993. In the case of South Korea, this study will examine party reforms made by the
Grand National and Saenuri parties, the conservative party successors of the authori-
tarian and post-authoritarian ruling parties, which were brought on in the wake of the
defeat of the GNP in the 1997 Presidential and 2004 legislative elections [4]. This paper
works under the assumption that it is electoral defeat and the loss of dominant party
status which incentivises parties to adopt a catch-all model [5]. It is the GNP which had
to adapt in the wake losing both the Presidential and legislative elections for the first
time. As this paper is concerned with how former dominant parties adapt in the wake of
electoral defeat, it is the reforms GNP and Saenuri parties rather than their earlier
incarnations which are most likely to display any potential movement towards a catch-
all model and thus are of most relevance to this study.1

Transitioning from a Dominant to Catch-All Party

In Uncommon Democracies [6], Pemple examined dominant parties across a range of
countries. Against the backdrop of the end of the Cold War, Pempel argued that former
authoritarian parties, seen in Eastern Europe, East Asia and Latin America, transitioned
to an electoral democratic system while maintaining their control of state resources to

1 From here, where appropriate, the GNP/Saenuri parties will be classed as one entity, representing the main
conservative party of South Korea
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ensure success at the ballot box. A contemporary example of this can be seen in
Singapore, where the People’s Action Party has ruled uninterrupted since 1959 and
opposition parties, while competing in a system of free and fair elections, have no
realistic chance of winning power thanks to the PAP-bureaucratic alliance [7]. East Asia
in particular provides an alternative to the development of western democracy, as
parties were not created in line with traditional voter-cleavages.2 Instead more homo-
geneous societies have fostered the continued power of dominant parties [9].

Kirchheimer [1], writing about the political parties of western Europe, set out the
features of the post-war catch-all party. In contrast to the Lipset-Rokkan paradigm,
party appeal in industrially advanced countries, with the rise of the middle classes,
could no longer be based on elite or ideological boundaries but must give individuals
and members a stake in determining both the leadership and policies of the party.
Parties must place emphasis on policies which appeal to multiple social cleavages and
are unlikely to meet widespread public resistance [1]. This was subsequently developed
further by Gunther and Diamond, whose definition of a catch-all party can be seen in
Table 1, and Panebianco [11], who stressed the professionalisation of parties resulting
in weak ties to membership. Under the system of universal enfranchisement and
economic modernisation, professional political parties have become office-seeking
entities, rather than being issue or cleavage based relying on a core set of supporters
who share the same interests as the party [10].

Moreover, catch-all parties wish to avoid being perceived by voters as occupying an
extreme left-right ideological position which could deter the median voter, who
increasingly identify as ideologically centrist [12].

Research Goals and Case Selection

Using Kirchheimer’s theory that political parties in industrialised liberal democracies
will adopt policies and practices intended to appeal to the widest base of voters
possible, this study examines two key areas of dominant party change in the LDP
and GNP/Saenuri after their time as dominant powers came to an end, making two
theoretical assumptions:

& The LDP and GNP/Saenuri parties will have made intra-party processes more
transparent and inclusive through organisational changes in the areas of central
party organisation, legislative candidate selection and party financing

& The LDP and GNP/Saenuri will have adopted more centrist policy positions, in
comparison to their time as dominant parties, with more focus on economic and
welfare policies designed to appeal to centrist voters

The focus of this study is to establish which catch-all party characteristics the LDP
and GNP/Saenuri have adopted in the period since their first electoral defeat. The
writings of party theorists such as Kirchheimer, Sartori and Duverger [13] were focused
on Western European states and so far, the examination of Asia’s liberal democracies
remains underdeveloped. Comparative texts which study the political parties of East

2 See [8]
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Asia have either yet to attach the same parameters of study to each country or move
beyond the process of democratisation rather than treat their subjects as fully developed
liberal democracies [5, 14, 15]. By studying existing liberal democracies in East Asia,
this paper may also provide an indication of the future democratic development of other
states in the region where the process of democratisation remains incomplete.

Both Japan and South Korea represent examples of liberal democracies in East Asia but
represent two very different patterns of democratic development. Japan has been an
established liberal democracy since the end of the Second World War with a political party
systemwhich dates backmuch further. In comparison, South Korea’s journey to democracy,
as part of the BThird Wave^, has been relatively recent, with 1987 being the first time a
president was democratically elected in a free election [16]. Moreover, Japan and South
Korea represent parliamentary and presidential systems, respectively. In looking at regional
trends in democratic development, it is important to examine different systems while
accounting for the possible effect systemic differences have on political party organisation.
As an example, onemay expect parties to be weaker in presidential systems asmuch of their
policy is developed top-down, with the party leader setting the agenda [17].

Research Design and Methodology

The study focuses on two core areas: party organisation and the evolution of policy and
ideology of the LDP and GNP/Saenuri after both parties had suffered their first
electoral defeat—1993 and 1997, respectively.

Party organisation: The first section will examine intra-party changes made by both
parties in the wake of their electoral defeat using a number of primary and secondary
sources, including party publications, media reports and scholarly analysis. In becom-
ing catch-all parties, it can be expected that former dominant parties will become more
transparent in their candidate and leadership selection process and more inclusive in an
attempt to widen their voter base [1, 5].

Policy and ideology: Party policy changes and ideological positioning will be judged
using data from the Comparative Manifesto Project Database (CMP). The CMP uses a
content analysis of political party manifestos for each general election to ascertain
which policies are considered most important by the party and judges overall party
positions on a left-right ideational scale (RILE). In becoming catch-all parties, it can be
expected that parties will not only favour more centerist policy positions but also
pursue a policy agenda which, ideologically, is similar to the main opposition party
they contest elections against, which should be the case in two-party systems.

Table 1 Features of catch-all parties

Goal Electoral strategy Organisational structure and linkage Social base

Maximise electoral
support through
broad aggregation
of interests

Votes through
broad issue
appeal and
candidate
image

Organised around election
campaigns, with otherwise weak
organisation. Weak and shifting
linkages with civil society

Core social group with
shifting base whose
support is needed for
electoral victory

Based upon definitions set out by Diamond and Gunther p. 11 [10]
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Party Organisation

Kirchheimer’s original typology of catch-all party organisation has been accused of
underdevelopment, especially when assessing the role of party leadership and linkages
with society. In analysing the political parties of Western Europe, Wolinetz [18]
describes the catch-all party as being essentially a vote-seeking entity—sacrificing
traditional support and ideology in favour of broad-based appeal. As highlighted earlier
by Diamond and Gunther (see Table 1), the catch-all/vote-seeking party would expect
to have a weak organisational structure made up of party professionals and candidates,
only mobilising member support at election time. Party activity would be limited
mainly to elections and remain relatively dormant the rest of the time. Panebianco
[11] goes into further detail by describing the transformation from the mass bureau-
cratic party which would typify a non-authoritarian dominant party, to an electoral
professional party, closest to the catch-all model. In organisational terms, the electoral
professional party can expect to have weaker vertical ties between party leadership and
its members, receive funding based on public or interest group sources and have major
party operations and policy formulation decided by leadership and public representa-
tives rather than unaccountable party insiders behind closed doors. Diamond and
Gunther [10] also set out the organisational traits specifically relating to the catch-all
party—that candidate nomination will be based on a potential candidate’s personal
appeal to voters rather than formal selection by party institutions/leadership and
electoral mobilisation will be based on direct appeal to the public, through modes of
mass-communication, rather than through grass roots party organisations. Catch-all
parties will have limited potential for social integration as they are less focussed on
being identified by specific social groups and more with broad appeal thus becoming
more beholden to central party financing.

Based on existing theories surrounding catch-all party organisation, the following
section will examine changes in LDP and GNP/Saenuri (including the party’s precur-
sors) organisation from their time as dominant parties to the present day to assess what
catch-all party characteristics they have adopted in their respective post-dominant party
systems. To do this, a general framework of both parties is set out in the following
areas: central party organisation, candidate nomination procedure and party affiliation
and financing. A summary of the findings can be seen in Table 2:

Central Party Organisation

The LDP

In 1955, the Democratic Party and the Liberal party united to form the LDP and in
doing so created what became known as the B1955 System^. From 1955 until 1993, the
LDP was able to win an outright majority or form a coalition government in which it
was the dominant force. According to Krauss and Pekkanen, factions within the LDP
became institutionalised in the 1970s and took over control of policy formation and
leadership selection [3]. The LDP’s control over resources and factional make-up meant
that policy formation was made through intra-party negotiations rather than through
legislative debate. The main forum for these negotiations was the party’s Policy Affairs
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Research Council (PARC). PARC decentralised policy formulation, away from the
Prime Minister’s and Cabinet office. Positions within PARC were also appointed by
consensus, with senior members of factions able to both occupy and allocate positions
based on factional strength. Under this system, policy was essentially made in PARC or
other less-formal avenues of negotiation, intra-party consensus was reached along with
bureaucratic and special interest groups and assured of passage within the Diet [2]. The
leaders of political parties, especially in a Parliamentary system, theoretically have a
great deal of influence over candidate nomination, funding, polices and the allocation
of Cabinet/party posts. However, this power was stifled under the faction centred 1955
system and the power of the Prime Minister was limited to control over Diet vote
scheduling and a greater influence in foreign policy affairs [3]. Leadership selection
was decided in much the same way as policy formulation. Party leaders were selected
on the basis of factional negotiation but were then obliged to appoint Cabinet and other
governmental positions based on factional strength. According to the LDP Constitu-
tion, the LDP Party Convention, consisting of all Diet members and delegates from
party branches, is responsible for the election of the party President.3 However with the
high resignation rate of LDP Prime Ministers, the party has the power to appoint party
leaders under Bextraordinary circumstances^.4 Out of the last 22 LDP leaders, 7 have
been chosen without a vote at the Convention [19].

Since the LDP’s 1993 election defeat, there have been attempts at structural party
change at a leadership level but few which have had lasting success. In the immediate

3 Article 6 of the LDP Constitution: https://www.jimin.jp/english/about-ldp/constitution/104146.html
4 Prior to the second election of Shinzo Abe as leader of the LDP, there had been 16 Prime Ministers since the
beginning of the Heisei period (from 1989 onwards).

Table 2 Summary of catch-all organisational traits in LDP and GNP/Saenuri

Catch-all party Liberal Democratic Party Grand National Party/Saenuri

Central party
organisation

-Leadership responsible for
policy and party organisation

-Leadership selection
decentralised to membership

-Weak ties tomembership—based
on electoral mobilisation

-Leader’s role in party
organisation not
institutionalised

-Factional influence
-Progressive

decentralisation
of leadership selection

-Weak party ties to
membership

-Leadership has decisive
voice in party matters

-Progressive decentralisation
of leadership selection

-Strong regional ties. eakening
party ties to individual
membership

Candidate
nomination

Increasingly centralised—based
on candidates’ personal
appeal/strengths

Pragmatic—based on
candidates’ ability to
win/individual
strengths

Centrally controlled—based on
party leadership decisions

Financing and
affiliation

- Direct public or interest group
funding

- Direct party appeal, weak
social integration

- Combination of public
financing to party and
donations to local
candidates

- Direct candidate appeal,
weak social
integration

- Combination of public
financing to party and
private donations to local
candidates

- Party/regional appeal.
Growing links with civil
society
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aftermath of their defeat, the LDP was able to take advantage of the instability of the
Japanese Socialist Party-led coalition to return to government as part of a coalition
themselves in 1994 and win a Diet majority in 1996 [20]. In 1996, the Hashimoto
administration set up the Council on Administrative Reform in an attempt to loosen the
close ties between party leadership and the bureaucracy which had come to light after
multiple scandals in the 1990s [21]. Hashimoto’s reforms were not passed until 2001 and
faced intra-party opposition but eventually succeeded in strengthening leadership
through the establishment of the Cabinet Office which gave the Prime Minister a larger
and more professional staff and allowed the Prime Minister legal authority to initiate
policymaking. The Koizumi administration, from April 2001 until September 2006, had
great success in seeing off vested interests in passing landmark postal reform and further
strengthening the Cabinet Office. Many candidates were elected for the first time based
on the strength of party identification rather than local or personal ties [22]. Koizumi
overcame intra-party opposition to his reforms by going directly to the electorate and
making the 2005 general election about his personal appeal vs. old guard LDP factions
[6]. However, without the personal leadership of Koizumi, strengthening of the Prime
Minister’s office at the expense of factions has not become institutionalised. Babb makes
the case that parties in Japan, which pre-1994 were ideologically more homogenous due
to national security issues, have become internally more diverse [19]. While Babb
argues, this is part of factional decline, Theis [23] adds that while ideological splits are
appearing, and electoral financing reform has theoretically lessened individual law-
makers’ reliance on factional support, factions still play a vital role in members’ career
advancement and intra-party politics at the central level. The leadership election of 2012
also highlights the continued power of the parliamentary party at the expense of
membership. In the first round of voting, open to all members, eventual winner Shinzo
Abe won a majority of votes in only 6 out of 47 prefectures. However, as his main rival
Shigeru Ishiba was unable to win 55% in the first round of voting, a run-off in which
only LDP Diet members were eligible to vote was held and the factionally unaligned
Ishiba was defeated [24]. The power of party membership in leadership selection may
have become institutionalised but has yet to become a consistently decisive factor.

GNP/Saenuri

Traditionally, political parties in South Korea have been characterised by the identity of
their leader. The change in political party branding coming with new leadership, most
obvious in the progression of the conservative party which is the focus of this study, is
an example of how important personal, charismatic leadership is in Korean politics.
The GNP’s predecessor, the Democratic Justice Party, was able to establish its position
as a dominant party thanks to a combination of authoritarian rule, control over the
resources of the state and a growing economy. This established clientelistic network
was successfully carried over after 1988 and ensured conservatives remained the largest
single party in the National Assembly until 2004. In contrast to the LDP model, GNP
factions were under the control of the party leader, on whom they relied for resource
allocation and candidate selection [25]. Under the dominant party system, the President
was de facto head of the party and as such had final say on intra-party policy
formulation, as well as the power of Executive Order over the National Assembly
itself [4]. In short, the party was characterised by strong top-down personal leadership.
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Intra-party reform was brought about by Lee Hoi-Chang’s defeat in the 1997
Presidential election. This was seen as the end of the Bthree Kim’s era^ which had
dominated Korean politics after 1988. Narrow defeat in the 1997 and 2002 Presi-
dential elections (by 1.6 and 2.32%, respectively) has been attributed to the power
vacuum left after Kim Young-Sam’s term and his control over the GNP effectively
ended [4]. During the period between 1997 and 2002, the GNP was wracked by
factional infighting, with no clear leadership, the party’s modus operandi became
about attacking Kim Dae-Jung’s economic policy failures or the corruption charges
brought against his successor Roh Moo-hyun rather than formulating policy that
appealed to the wider voting public [26]. Party leadership and policy positions were
decided through factional consensus. In 2007, Lee Myung-Bak, a former CEO of
Hyundai and mayor of Seoul, sought the GNP’s nomination for leadership over the
more established Park Geun-hye, daughter of former president and future President,
Park Chung-hee and leader of the biggest GNP faction in the National Assembly. In
an effort to overcome the established clientelistic network of support enjoyed by the
party’s old guard, Lee negotiated a change in presidential candidate nomination
with Park. The overall Bselectorate^ was 232,000 people—50% made up of party
members and 50% from randomly chosen, unaffiliated voters from telephone and
focus group interviews. It was the independent votes, over the party member votes
which favoured Park, which secured the nomination for Lee [25]. This independent
legitimacy was enough to get Lee selected but not enough to re-establish central
control of the party. In 2008, supporters of Park in the legislature officially left the
GNP and formed what would be known as the Pro-Park Coalition which went on to
win 14 seats in the 2008 legislative elections (although this party was not joined by
Park herself and its members would later re-join the GNP in 2010). A study of
legislative voting between July 2008 and June 2010 found three distinct factions
within the GNP—pro Lee (85), pro Park (59) and non-aligned (31) [27]. Lee’s
reforms did not become institutionalised or accepted by central party apparatus as a
whole. The reversion to the old practice of renaming the party, as Park did in after
becoming leader in February 2012 and subsequent scandals which brought about
her impeachment, brings the role of leadership back into question. Lee was able to
make leadership selection more progressive while re-affirming central leadership
power over areas such as candidate selection (see below). The process of stabilising
the party and the role of the leadership is still, in the words of Han, Ban on-going
process^ [27].

Candidate Selection

The LDP

Under the Single Non-Transferable Vote system in Japan, electoral district battles were
often fought between LDP candidates, with financing and resources depended on
factional affiliation. Without factional backing, a candidate had little hope of being
able to secure resources from government that would allow them to win votes and
defeat better financed candidates from the same party. However, candidates were also
highly reliant on non-party organisations, for both financing and campaign
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organisation, known as koenkai, district-based groups affiliated by the support for a
political candidate but not official organs of any political party. This includes business,
neighbourhood associations and networks of personal connections. Through
fundraising on a semi-permanent basis and vote mobilisation at election times, the
koenkai built personal ties with their supported candidate—not with the political party
itself. The candidate then used their position in the party, usually through factional
membership, to access government spending projects for their district [28]. Many of
these koenkai were subsequently passed down through family connections to be taken
over by younger generations.5 Also, through PARC, lawmakers were able to liaise with
policy-specific interest groups and receive additional funding from outside normal
party means. Candidates had little or no reliance on central party organisation, which
could not favour competing candidates from the LDP in the same SNTV district, so
local connections built up by the candidate through personal ties or even hereditary
succession, as well as factional support, were the main drivers of LDP candidate
selection [3]. Perhaps most importantly, the LDP was able to attract the best and
brightest candidates as the economic boom of post-war Japan made it electorally the
dominant party. Serious career advancement and continued benefit provision to con-
stituents could only be made as a member of the LDP and one of its factions [6].

Electoral defeat in 1993 coincided with growing demands for electoral reform which
would eventually lead to a Mixed Member Majoritarian system, made up of 300 Single
Member District seats and 200 Proportional Representation seats, being adopted from
the 1996 general election [29].With the elimination of multiple candidates from the same
party competing in the same district, factional power over candidate selection has
decreased. Along with finance reforms, which will be expanded upon in the next section,
electoral reform made candidates less reliant on factional backing. The practice of
Binheriting^ positions in politics has continued. In 1996, 37% of LDP candidates elected
to office were related to former lawmakers, while many others had been drawn from the
ranks of the civil service [30]. Again, the 2005 election provides the exception to
traditional forms of candidate selection and has not become institutionalised. Facing
widespread internal opposition to post office privatisation, Koizumi used his power as
party head towithdraw official party nomination from 32LDP lawmakers who had voted
against the government and effectively expel them from the party. However, Reed [20]
highlights the highly pragmatic position taken by the LDP. Candidates who already had
support bases, such as inherited koenkai, were mostly able to retain their seats running as
independents and eventually welcomed back into the party. In reality, candidate selection
remains, with the exception of the 2005 general election, a decentralised process.

GNP/Saenuri

Before free and fair elections in 1987, South Korea also used the SNTV system with
two seats contested in each district. However, the then ruling Democratic Justice Party6

rarely ran more than one candidate in a district as it had authoritarian control over the

5 As an example, current Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s grandfather was Prime Minster and father Foreign
Minister
6 The Democratic Justice Party (DJP), Democratic Liberal Party (DLP) and New Korea parties were
precursors to the GNP/Saenuri. From here onwards, GNP/Saenuri will be used to denote these parties and
their historical predecessors
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much more powerful executive branch [31]. With political office tied to the ability to
provide clientelistic benefits rather than the desire for political or policy influence,
especially in the dominant DJP/DLP party, candidate nomination was wholly in the
hands of party leadership. Prospective candidates were reviewed by party officials and
recommendations to the party president, who had final veto, were made. With access to
state resources dependent on their ability to secure office and thus maintain clientelistic
networks, it was not unusual for prospective candidates to Bdonate^ money directly to
party leadership in order to secure party nomination [32]. Electoral reform in 1988
which led to a combination of SMD seats and PR did little to change the top-down status
quo. Candidate nomination, as with party policy, was tied directly to party leadership.

From the end of GNP dominance in 1997, two significant changes within party
procedure affected the candidate nomination process. After Kim Young-sam exited the
political area, political parties across the spectrum engaged in intra-party reform. The
GNP, suffering from the public perceptions of corruption and a lack of progressive
thinking, was forced to followRohMoo-hyun’sMillenniumDemocratic Party in holding
primaries for both local and National Assembly elections [33]. By 2004, the GNP Party
Convention was officially responsible for candidate nomination and the GNP was
actively working to make candidate selection a more open process. Local level primaries
were introduced and public opinion polls became an influential factor. In the 2004
National Assembly election, 46.8% of GNP candidates were standing for the first time
in an attempt to breakdown individual clientelistic networks [34]. This is not to discount
the influence that factions filling the vacuum left by Kim had. Factions still had a great
deal of influence in candidate selection, with resource provision being a valuable aid to
any prospective candidate [32]. However, these attempts to move the candidate nomi-
nation process into the era of intra-party contestationwere overturned by LeeMyung-bak
in 2008. Candidate selection for the National Assembly elections of that year was put in
the hands of a centralised nominating committee, which was under no obligation to
justify its rejection of candidates or make selections with any transparency. The com-
mittee was made up of 11 members, 6 coming from business or NGO’s and 5 coming
from the party itself. While Lee could not directly control the nominating process, this
system gave more influence to the party leader, who was responsible for appointing
committee members [35]. As a result, the aforementioned split with the pro-Park faction
was intensified and would contribute to the later split within the GNP. This method of
candidate nomination continued within the Saenuri party, where the party’s Supreme
Council, elected by the National Convention, had final decision over the selection
process.7 Again evidence points to the re-centralisation of party decision making and a
failure to institutionalise down-up party processes that would fit the catch-all model.

Party Financing and Voter Affiliation

The LDP

Candidate financing during the 1995-system was highly decentralised. Candidates and
incumbent lawmakers had primarily decentralised sources of financing and resource

7 See http://www.saenuriparty.kr/web/eng/about/structure.do
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provision. The first came from the candidate centred koenkai. Fundraising included
selling tickets to social events such as trips to hot springs or amusement parks or events
which would lead to direct face time with the candidate. During its time of dominance,
the LDP party was never able to replace the koenkai organisations and instead chose
accept them as a de facto organ of the party, albeit ones which lay outside its control
[3]. As an example of their financial importance, Fukui and Fukui reported that former
Prime Minister Tanaka had in the region of 10,000 separate organisations with indi-
vidual monthly membership fees of ¥10,0008 [36]. However, koenkai were not just a
means for campaign finance but also acted Bas a transmission belt for communicating
the needs and interests of its members to the candidate^ [37]. In somewhat of a contrast
to other liberal democracies, this personalised base of support for candidates ensured
that voter loyalty remained in the hands of the candidate and not the party. It was not
unusual for LDP candidates to receive votes from individuals affiliated with other
parties due to koenkai membership or the candidates’ previous success at resource
provision for voters in their district. Thus, the LDP at grassroots level has always been
weak in comparison with other liberal democracies [29]. While factions played a less
important role than koenkai, it should also be noted that under the SNTV system,
financial support could make a crucial difference, especially for first time candidates
who had no existing support network, to LDP candidate success when running against
other LDP-backed candidates [38].

In the wake of the Lockheed Martin and Recruit Cosmos scandals of the 1970s and
1980s, financial corruption was the leading issue coming into the 1993 election. 9

Campaign finance reform was finally undertaken by the LDP government in 1999.
With the change to a Mixed Member Majoritarian system, with districts featuring only
one candidate from the LDP, party identification has become more important. With
changes in technology, the central party apparatus is now able to reach out to voters
directly and claim credit for public works projects and other benefits brought on both a
local and national level [36]. In addition, campaign finance reforms provided public
funding to parties of ¥250 per vote gained in the previous election. It also prevented
businesses from contributing to koenkai, while allowing party branches no cap on
amounts donated to them. A study by Carlson [39] breaks down LDP member’s
expenses and finds that in 2005 state subsidies and direct political contributions made
through LDP affiliates only made up 63.4% of an average lawmaker’s annual income,
the rest still being made up through koenkai activities and loans. An additional
challenge has been brought about by voter dissatisfaction seen through a drop-in voter
turnout, just 59.6% in 1996 from 67.3% in 1993 [23]. The national role of the party has
not become institutionalised as the main actor in party affiliation or campaigning.
Instead of empowering the central party apparatus, the LDP simply redrew its koenkai
boundaries along the lines of new electoral boundaries and voter loyalty transferred to
new LDP candidates. Moreover, Curtis points out that weakening social cohesion has
led to a decrease in influence of local LDP politicians [2]. In areas of natural LDP
support, i.e. non-urban areas, decreasing youth population and weakening social
networks have left local organisations with less Bhard^ votes to rely on. As a result,
candidates have an even greater reliance on their koenkai networks at the expense of

8 Prime Minister from July 1972 to December 1974
9 For more information, see Curtis 1999, pp. 70–77
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local party organisations. As one anonymous LDP lawmaker stated in 2007: Bif I leave
everything to the LDP organisation, chances might be that I lose the next election^ [3].

GNP/Saenuri

The key to understanding the early stages of party politics in Korea is the regional basis
that the major political parties were founded on. Gyeongsang province located in the
east of the country was the birthplace of some of Korea’s authoritarian era presidents
such as Park Chung-hee (1962–1979) and Chun Doo-hwan (1980–1988). The DLP and
its predecessors gained voter support based almost entirely on regional cleavage and the
power of resource control to win swing voters in unaffiliated provinces such as Seoul
[40]. The regional basis for party support continued into and after the Bthree Kim’s
era^. In 1997, when the GNP candidate Lee Hoi-chang was defeated, the GNP won
61% of the vote in Gyeongsang but averaged only 26% in the rest of the country [41].
Affiliation was also strengthened by the fact that party membership incurred no direct
fee, which saw membership (of the then New Korea Party) peak at around three million
in 1996 [25]. Donations to the party were then accrued from individuals and businesses
in whose interest it was to ensure continuing economic benefits to their region. By
taking credit for the economic growth of the 1980s and 1990s combined with a
reluctance to enforce economic oversight, the GNP and its predecessors were viewed
as the party of business favoured by the chaebol companies10 [42]. Table 3 shows GNP
voter share in presidential elections from three different regions in Korea—the tradi-
tional conservative base of Gyeongsang, the base of more progressive parties, such as
the National Congress and Millennium Democratic Party, in Honam and the capital city
Seoul, usually seen as a Bswing^ area.

While the GNP/Saenuri have begun to make some inroads into areas previously
under opposition control and urban areas where it was previously weak, regional
affiliation continues to be a major factor in voter-party identification. However, authors
such as and Moon and Jhee argue that all parties in Korea are becoming more policy
orientated, focusing on themes such as the economy and corruption [43, 35]. The GNP/
Saenuri has also attempted to broaden its grassroots linkages through fostering rela-
tionships with civil society groups. Two examples are the New Right Union (NRU),
founded in 2005, a national group made up of conservative Christians, veterans,
business and the media, and the Korean Parent Federation, founded 2006, which
opposes teacher and student strikes. Both organisations have acted as vote mobilisers
and the NRU can claim conservative politicians, including former President Park,
amongst their membership [44]. Financing continues to come chiefly from a combi-
nation of party leadership and state subsidies. In 2006, the GNP had a registered total of
over 1 million members but only around 25% of those actually contributed to party
financing in the form of fees [45]. In the same year, state subsidies made up 42.9% of
income, much higher than in previous years as a result of 2004 amendments to the
Political Fund Act which made it illegal for business to contribute directly to political
parties. However, since 2004, when state subsidies were worth 1800 Won per voter,
funding has been cut to 800 Won in non-national election years. For the GNP, the
reduction of subsidies and stricter finance laws saw its income drop to 70,087 million

10 Korean conglomerates, many members of whom have later gone into politics.
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Won in 2006 down from 228,673 million Won in 1996 [46]. Individual lawmakers are
becoming more reliant on local networks in order to raise the funds to fight increasingly
expensive election campaigns and are more likely to be the target for donations. The
result of this is that while party leadership still has overall control over candidate
nomination and policy direction, its control over its lawmakers and local members has
weakened [25, 46].

Ideological Positioning and Policies

According to Kirchheimer, development into a catch-all party involves both Bde-
idealising^ the party and concentrating on popular national issues which appeal beyond
traditional party cleavages. In addition to this, as opposition parties the LDP and
Saenuri would be expected to provide Bmoderate^ opposition to the governing party
by extending their appeal to the political centre [13]. To test this theory, the following
section will use data from the Comparative Party Manifesto Database (CMP) to
identify party positions on a range of policies and to test whether parties have adapted
their policies and therefore ideational position to become closer to both other main-
stream parties prioritising broad appeal-based policies over time.

Ideological Positioning of Parties

The degree of party polarisation can have a profound impact on the political system. As a
rule, countries which have a high degree of polarisation aremore likely to suffer from greater
political instability, affecting the quality of democracy [14]. Using the Laver-Budge [47]
model of right-left political scale, the CMP takes data from partymanifestoes and attributes a
value on the right-left ideological scale (RILE) based on 26 variables used in the survey,
based on four core areas of policy—economic policy, social policy, decentralisation of
decision making and environmental policy.

Figure 1 shows the course of the LDP’s ideological position on the CMP RILE index
in comparison to its main opposition party.11 In the case of the LDP in recent elections,
with the exception of 2003, the party has kept within a consistent centrist policy
platform. Both the LDP and the main opposition party consistently exhibit a high
degree of pragmatism. With the exception of the 2000 and 2003 elections, the LDP has

11 From 1993 and 1996, this was the Japanese Socialist Party, from 1998 onwards the Democratic Party of
Japan

Table 3 Percentage of GNP/Saenuri votes in presidential elections in selected regions

Region 1987 1992 1997 2002 2007 2012

Gyeongsang 52.6 67.47 58.88 67.67 57.93 65.69

Honam 9.03 4 3 4.8 8.93 10.32

Seoul 30.3 36.4 40.9 44.96 53.2 48.18

Source: Korean National Election Commission
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been closer to the centre than its main opposition party on the RILE index while often
changing position dramatically from the previous election. This can be seen in elections
between 1996 and 2000 and 2005–2009, in which LDP policies change almost in sync
with the main opposition party while always remaining ideologically to the right. This
shows both the LDP and main opposition parties, in vying to capture a majority of
legislative seats, promoting policies in which are not radically different from each other,
a practice envisaged by Kirchheimer, Duverger and Satori. The R2 value (0.0508)
shows that since 1993 the LDP has, gradually moved to the left ideologically, but
overall maintained manifesto platforms in the political centre ground.

Figure 2 shows a consistent move from the centre ground to an increasingly left
ideological position in the years following the end of dominant party rule exhibited by
the Saeunri party and its predecessors (R2 = 0.3731). When the GNP was in opposition to
the executive, in the 2000 and 2004 legislative elections, there was a leftward trend to the
party’s ideological position, while it remained more centre based in 1996 and 2008 when it
already controlled the Presidency. In addition, the elections of 2004 and 2012, which show
the greatest shift to the left, coincided with the leadership in the national Assembly of Park
Geun-hye whereas the party was led into the 1996, 2000 and 2004 elections by Kim
Young-sam, Lee Hoi-chang and Kang Jae-sop, respectively, and took a more centrist
position. There is a suggestion here of the influence of personality-based leadership, in
this case of Park, directing the party in a less centrist direction [26, 27]. The CMP shows a
significant rightward shift in the 2008 election, where welfare policies only made up 12.4%
of the GNPmanifesto compared to 27.5% in 2004. In comparisonwith themain opposition
parties, with the exception of 2008, the GNP moved itself both leftwards and closer in line

Source: Compara�ve Manifesto database
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with its main rivals. This can clearly be seen when the GNP was in opposition in the 2000
and 2004 National Assembly elections where the party moved leftwards of the opposition
MillenniumDemocratic and Uri parties, respectively. As with the LDP in Japan, this shows
both pragmatism and a general trend of the GNPmoving policy positions in line with those
of its main rivals for political power.

Most Favoured Policies.
Table 4 shows the three most important policy areas for the LDP between 1990 and

2014 as listed in the CMP. From 1990, issues of Internationalism and political
corruption played a large role in the LDP manifesto.12 This trend continued after the
LDP’s first defeat in 1993 until 2005, with foreign relations being the most important
issue in the 1996 manifesto but after 2005 welfare issues and political and economic
reform became core LDP policies.13 In addition, the range of issues covered by the
LDP’s manifesto has become much more diversified over time. For example, in 1990,
the issue of environmental protection is not mentioned at all but from 2000 on it has
made up between 3.61 and 8.33% of manifesto coverage. CMP data shows the
percentage of manifesto coverage given pro-agricultural issues, support for one of the
LDP’s traditional support base has dropped, being the third most important manifesto
issue in the 1990 election (12.25%) but only the sixth most important issue in 2012
(5.42%) not featuring at all in 1993 and 1996.

Source: Compara�ve Manifesto database
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12 Internationalism described in the CMP codebook as support for international institutions, cooperation and
foreign aid
13 Technology and Infrastructure described in CMP codebook as importance of industrial and technological
development
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The GNP/Saenuri follows a similar pattern (Table 5). Welfare, while always an
important issue, had risen in its overall rate of representation in GNP/Saenuri manifes-
tos from 7% in 1992 to a high of 26.13% in 2004. This high mark for welfare issues
came at a time when the GNP/Saenuri was in control of neither the executive or
legislative branches of government and, while welfare is viewed as a more populist
issue, its continued importance through 2008 and 2012 identify it as having become a
core policy area. While the range of issues covered in their manifesto has always been
larger than that of the LDP, there is a constant core of social and economic issues at the
forefront of the GNP/Saenuri manifesto from 2000 onwards. Some explanation of
significant ideological position change seen between 2008 and 2012 (Fig. 2) can be

Table 4 Top three most important policies by percentage coverage according to LDP manifesto

Year Most important issue Second Third

1990 Internationalism
(positive)—14.28%

Political corruption—14.28% Agriculture and
farmers—12.25%

1993 Internationalism (positive)—20% Political corruption—12% Political authority—12%

1996 Foreign relations
(positive)—22.22%

Government
efficiency—13.33%

Economic goals—13.33%

2000 Military (positive)—13.89% Decentralisation—11.11% Productivity—11.11%

2005 Education expansion—11.31% Government
efficiency—10.4%

Law and order—10.4%

2009 Welfare expansion—14.86% Government
efficiency—12.16%

Technology and
infrastructure—9.12%

2012 Technology and
infrastructure—15.86%

Welfare expansion—14.86% Education expansion—6.42%

2014 Technology and
infrastructure—18.32%

Incentives—9.67% Welfare expansion—7.89%

Source: Comparative Manifesto database

Table 5 Top three most important policies by percentage coverage according to GNP/Saenuri manifesto

Year Most important issue Second Third

1992 (DLP) Technology and
infrastructure—13.9%

Agriculture and farmers—9.6% Welfare expansion—7%

1996 (NKP) Farmers—14.82% Incentive (economic
enterprise)—11.75%

Technology and
infrastructure—11.14%

2000 (GNP) Welfare expansion—13.49% Education expansion—10.67% Neo-economic
groups—8.32%

2004 (GNP) Welfare expansion—26.13% Incentives—7.43% Technology and
infrastructure—7.21%

2008 (GNP) Incentives—17.63% Welfare expansion—13.44% Technology and
infrastructure—8.72%

2012 (Saenuri) Welfare expansion—19.9% Education expansion—10.2% Labour groups
(positive)—7%

Source: Comparative Manifesto database
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seen in the inclusion of education and support for labour groups, never before featured
as core issues for the GNP, in 2012. Also, as with the LDP, CMP data shows that the
traditional GNP/Saenuri base of agricultural issue support has seen a sharp decline from
a high of 14.82% in 1996 to 3.9% in 2012.

Conclusion

This study has found that, in terms of party organisation, there has been little
institutionalised change in both the LDP and GNP/Saenuri parties. Those traits which
do fit into the catch-all model, such as candidate nomination in the LDP or strong
leadership and party affiliation in the GNP/Saenuri, are traits both parties have carried
over from their time as dominant parties and have proven to be decisive factors in
electoral success. However, it cannot be argued that party organisation has consciously
adapted to closer fit a catch-all model and that changes in both parties have been
pragmatic, temporary and un-institutionalised.

It is in the area of policy in where changes in both the LDP and GNP/Saenuri can be
observed. Since the beginning of this century, both have begun to put more emphasis
on social policies, such as welfare and education expansion and technological/
infrastructure reforms—policies focused on economic growth. This has come at the
expense of policies which favour formerly traditional support bases, such as agriculture.
When seeking endorsement at the ballot box, there is little doubt that these two parties
are now consistently seeking Bvotes through broad issue appeal^. In terms of policy
promotion at least, the formerly dominant parties of Japan and South Korea can be
categorised as catch-all. Further research of this type into East Asian political parties
would provide an interesting insight into political developments in the region as a
whole and add to studies charting the continuing democratisation of countries formerly
under dominant party control.
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